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OUR NEW FRIEND!
We invite you to read our guide
and companion for the most
interesting places in Wroclaw
related to your new school.

Wroclaw is a large and beautiful
Polish city, located in Lower Silesia. Its
area is almost 300 km², and the
number of its inhabitants is exactly 639
258. (Along with you there is already
one more person :-)
This data shows how important the city is. Its
size and complexity make it easy to get lost in it.
For this reason, we have created a practical,
transparent guidebook for you and a guide for the
nearest neighborhood. You will find there
information about many interesting, important and
attractive places. You will also find answers to the
question of where to go in the event of problems or
to satisfy other needs equally important to you. In
our guide we will also post information on how to
get to these places and we will contact you with
people from our school, who will serve you with
kind advice and help.
We hope that our guide will appeal to you and your
loved ones, as well as support you during your stay in
the beautiful city of Wroclaw!

Primus students

Who can help you?

Wiktoria Whitney (class 7 B) is a person you can ask
about all matters related to the life of students. He will
be happy to tell you about extracurricular activities at
our school. Wiktoria will help you communicate with
other students and arrange formalities at the school
office and other public institutions.

In case of any trouble, you can always knock on the
teacher's room and ask Ms. Natasza. Our teacher
will be happy to help you solve problems related to
the curriculum, explain the complexities of the Polish
language, talk about the traps and customs of our
national culture.

Bartek is one of the best students in our school, he
will certainly help you in learning, he will support you in
the project, help to resolve conflicts and make contacts
with peers. He will show you ways of spending your
free time and show you around the most interesting
places at school.
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ZOO: There is no need to present this object. Wroclaw ZOO is
the most popular tourist attraction in Poland. In terms of the
annual number of visitors, our zoo has even overtaken Wawel
and Wieliczka ... taken together. And no wonder - only at the
zoo in Wroclaw you will see a hippopotamus in the aquarium.

KOLEJKOWO (RAILWAY): there are many great tourist
attractions in Lower Silesia (Dolny Śląsk), but before you
get to know them all by yourself, you can view their
miniature versions. The extremely precise model is located
in the historic building of the Świebodzki Railway Station
and has been attracting crowds of train fans for years.

THE MOST POPULAR WROCLAW DWARF TRAIL leads us through the historic places and streets of the
Wroclaw city centre .. Especially recommended for trips
with younger children, who have a lot of fun finding the
next fairy-tale inhabitants of our city. The best idea is to
start from your walk a dwarf the Butcher.

SKY TOWER: - This is one of Wroclaw's showcases and the
second tallest building in Poland. It is a complex where you
will find a shopping center and a lot of entertainment - for
example a very popular bowling alley. From the vantage
point (located on the 49th floor) you can have a look at the
entire Wroclaw. Owing to the information boards, which
describe in detail the Wrocław panorama, you get the
information what you are looking at.

SPORT
POOL: For – those who like swimming - with a clear
conscieous, we can recommend a new indoor swimming pool
at Górnickiego Street with the cleanest water in Wroclaw entry costs 14 PLN . This attraction can only be used at
weekends and in the afternoons

If, however, you want to learn more about history and
admire the interiors in which, as the urban legend says,
German high-ranking officers were organising a terrifying
game, we invite you to the swimming pool complex at
Teatralna Street.

BIKES: Wroclaw cycling routes are a great sporting
option. The routes leading through the embankments of
the Oder are particularly picturesque, and let you to
admire our city from a completely different perspective.
Numerous outdoor gyms that you will find in many parks
and squares in Wroclaw, complement this attraction.

WATER SPORTS: In many places in Wroclaw you hare the possibility to
rent kayaks or waterbikes. Many of these places are in the vicinity of our
school, and the most interesting is probably at the Zwierzyniecka
footbridge. It is near the ZOO, and maybe when sightseeing the ZOO you
can try this water recreation. As Wroclaw is the "city of hundred bridges", it
has a very extensive network of rivers and canals. Thanks to it you will be
able to sail on many different routes and each time discover new parts of
the city from a new, previously unknown perspective.

CULTURE
THE BUILDING OF FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE
OF WROCŁAW UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY: If
you are a fan of beautiful buildings and TV series
"Belfer", you should visit this extraordinary place. After
the architectural experience, you can relax in the nearby
picturesque park of Stanisław Tołpa, watching ducks and
other Pokemon hunters :-)

CAPITOL: there aren`t only the world-famous musical
events, but also free yoga sessions in which all residents
of the city can participate. The backyard of Wroclaw
Capitol has been the place of the most interesting social
animations for years.

CENTENNIAL HALL: The hall, inscribed on the world list of UNESCO
heritage, is yet another Wroclaw landmark with a very rich history.
Suffice it to say that this place hosted both Adolf Hitler and Pope John
Paul the Second. Currently - until 18 June this year in the Centennial
Hall, there is a space exhibition under the patronage of NASA. Next to
the Hall there is the largest multimedia fountain in Poland, where shows
are held almost every day. There is also the Japanese Garden in the
area. It is a perfect place for everyday rest and relaxation of Wroclaw
residents and numerous tourists.

HYDROPOLIS: Hydropolis, or the Ecological
Education Center, is a modern facility, created in
2015, where visitors can learn about waterways in
Wroclaw, as well as events related to the Oder
river and its tributaries, which influenced the
history of the city. You will learn much about the
Millennium Flood in 1997, for example.
COMPUTER MUSEUM: This place was created by
fans of old computers and old computer games. The
display includes a rich collection of equipment, which
has bee already forgotten. If you go there with your
parents, they will have a great opportunity to immerse
themselves in memories. Furthermore , you will be
able to see how and what people played in 1980’.

Food
HOME MADE DINNERS: Very close to our school there is a
family run diner which owners are very nice. The name reflects
the reality - lunches are made using home-made methods and
taste exactly like home-made food. If you are very hungry and
you fancy a plate-sized pork chop, we recommend you this
place without hesitation.

RAGU: The second name of this restaurant is: "Pasta Studio".
It is very close to our school - just around the corner of Matejki
Street. You can eat pasta in various flavors and varieties.
Moreover - you can also try delicious soup or dessert there (eg
shake). The food is fresh and prepared on site. However, due to
the high quality and time of preparing dishes, the restaurant is
not the cheapest. Nevertheless, it is definitely worth visiting.

PIEC NA SZEWSKIEJ (szewska pizza oven):
This is a great pizzeria, located (I know it is shocking)
on Szewska Street, near the Main Square, opposite the
Ossolineum Library. The restaurant is open from
Tuesday to Sunday, however, as it’s a well-known
place among the residents, weekend space must be
booked in advance.

MCFALAFEL: According to many, you can eat here the tastiest
gyros in Wroclaw. This small place with a long tradition and a fixed
set of dishes still enjoys the undiminished popularity among
residents and students of the surrounding universities.

MIKRUS BAR: You can find there the cheapest dinners in the
centre. A portion of dumplings or pancakes costs only 5 PLN
here. Local residents definitely recommend this place, where
for very little money you can eat very tasty and always fresh
meals.

USEFUL LINKS
24H PHARMACY - https://ktomalek.pl/apteki/apteka-katedralna/wroclaw/an-871768
SPECIALIST CLINICS http://gobll.pl/
CHURCH ORGANIZATIONS http://www.wroclawm.salezjanie.pl

URBAN TRANSPORT https://www.wroclaw.pl/rozklady-jazdy
POLICE COMMISSION
http://www.wroclaw.policja.gov.pl/pl/twoja_komenda/komisariaty_policji/komisariat_policji_w
roclaw_srodmiescie_1
TAXI https://www.wroclaw.pl/taxi
AMBASSY CONSULATION http://www.9477.pl/konsulaty_wroclaw.php
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSISTANCE https://www.wroclaw.pl/go/wydarzenia/wroclawwspiera/33007-wroclawski-telefon-zaufania
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